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MUSIC CONTEST
TO OE IN A P I

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13, 1935

(Complete Campus Coverage)

SPEAKERS AT PEACE INSTITUTE

FINE CONCEOT

High School Students to
Appear on 5th and 6th

Program Sunday Afternoon
is Well R e c e i v e d

April 5 and 6 have been selected as the dates of the third annual interscholastic music festival to
Swiss Authority Uses Slides be held under the auspices of the
in Lecture; Advocates
Conservatory of Music at Rollins
U. S. Membership
College, Harve Clemens, director
of the Conservatory, has announcAt the meeting of the Interna- ed.
tional Relations Club in Knowles
The various contests are open
Hall last Wednesday night, Dr.
to high school glee clubs, orchesGuillaume Fatio, n o t e d Swiss
tras and solo performers throughbanker and international financier,
out the state of Florida.
gave an address illustrated by
According to the preliminary
lantern slides on the beginnings
announcement,
there will be three
and physical aspects of the League
of Nations. The meeting was divisions of solo performance, in
piano,
violin
and
cello, and voice.
opened by Miss Agatha Townsend,
president of the International Re- Class "A" is open only to juniors
MfiS d/iM£S L££S L/iiOC/tv\f
lations Club, who turned the chair and seniors, the first prizes in the
over to Dr. Henry A. Atkinson, Class "A" contests to be vouchers
visiting professor of International for five hundred dollars to be aprelations who has been conducting plied on tuition toward the Bachinternational relation classes here elor of Music degree in the Rollins
College Conservatory of Music.
for the past several weeks.
The Class " B " competitions are
Dr. Atkinson introduced the for freshman and sophomore puspeaker of the evening as his per- pils, medals to be awarded the
Last Thursday evening at Dr
sonal friend for whom and for winners in this class.
i
Holt's residence Mr. Olin D. Wanwhose work he holds the highest
In previous years, each high namaker spoke on "How We Havt
esteem and described briefly Dr.
ichool has been entited to only one Dealt with China" to a group oi
Fatio's work in aiding the League
•epresentative in each division and approximately seventy town and
in its selection of a site to carry
n each class. This year, however, college people. Mr. Wannamaker,
on its activities and in the task of
ill students desiring to take part who was born in the South has
choosing its many commissions and
n the individual contests may be been a professor of English in
committees. Dr. Atkinson also
mtered and will be given a prelim- several American Colleges and
apologized to Dr. Fatio for the
nary audition before
Rollins head of several different schools
fewness of his hearers explaining
Judges to determine which con- is also an authority on China, havthe last-minute arrangements netestant shall represent his school ing been a representative of Chicessitated because no one at Rolthe finals.
nese schools.
lins knew of the eminent speaker's
All Class "A" contests in piano,
visit more than three days before
Three hundred years ago,
violin
and cello, and voice will be Wannamaker says, in the city of
his arrival.
held Friday, April 5. Class " B " Canton, the first contact between
Dr. Fatio opened his talk '
contests in piano, violin and cello,
pictures illustrating the historical and voice will take place Saturday the East and the West by water
was established. These Portugese
background of international co morning, April 6.
sailors tricked and cheated
operation from the founding o
The competition for glee clubs unsuspecting Chinese into a slave
Switzerland to the present. H^
and orchestras will be held Satur- trade between <:hina and the West
first told of the formation of thi
day, April 6. A special program, Indies. Later on the Dutch and
Swiss Republic through the crea
of entertainment is being planned the Spanish used the Chinese for
tion of a mutual-protective alii
by the College for the contestants. profit motives. The British, howance between three small cantons
ever, were the worst of these inhigh up in the Alps which has
vaders shipping opium into China
veloped into the present national
from India. Before this the opium
government. He then showed pictrade in China had been relatively
tures of modern Geneva and told
small. The Chinese rebelled sevhow the city was the natural reProfessor McDowall brought his eral times against this vice that
sult of the lake which made travel
was
ruining their people only to
class
in
applied
psychology
to
the
to the west of Geneva impractical
and of the Rhone river which made speech studio last Friday where be brought to terms by the powertravel to the east difi'icut so that Professor Pierce talked about the ful English who were desirous of
many different effects of speech on profit. In 1860 when China was
(Continued on page 2)
t h e audience.
Questions were in the midst of civil wars the Engraised from the floor and several lish took advantage of her condiof Professor Pierce's students tion to force China to open up
gave illustrations of the speech five more ports for foreign trade.
art. Professor McDowall plans to The imperial palace of the king in
return to the Speech .Studio in the Peking, which was the best art
near future to give a talk, probab- museum of the world at that
ly on the psychology of athletics. time was burned to the ground because of the resistance of the Chinese to the placement of foreign
Wakefield, Mass. (UP)—Revers- embassys in Peking. The Boxer
Prominent Traveler Stresses ing the usual order of things, the rebellion of 1900 for which the
Need for Realization of God local police have asked the public
(Continued on page 2)
to help recover their stolen car.
Dr. John Sheridan Zelie gave
the sermon at Knowles Memorial
Chapel last Sunday morning.
He based his address on a psalm
of David in which David praised
God and glorified Him though it
Arthur D. Enyart, dean of men cluding statement: "Dean Enyart,
was a time of disillusionment and
hesitation when most men were wants something done about this as an economist, declined to commit himself as to the economics or
turning away from God.
Huey Long business.
the soundness of the 'share your
"If the chief errand of man is
It all started last week when wealth* program.
He made it
to glorify God, he was one of the
Dean Enyart returned from a clear that his opinions were only
first to find it out," said Dr. Zelie.
trip to Louisiana and, in an un- those of Huey Long, not of the
"And if we ever get over a hard
guarded moment, told some one Huey Long program of economtime it is because we have intoned
a Te Deum of praise and thank- that "Huey Long was a power to
reckoned with." He also reAnd so Dean Enyart wants all
fulness to ourselves."
ported that he had interviewed of his critics to know that his
Dr. Zelie went on to say that
the Kingfish and_ had been his statements upon his return from
the one thing we need is to posguest at lunch and as a result of Louisiana were those of a man
sess God—through disaster even
ese contacts had realized why who had acquired a certain remore than in joy. If we aren't
glad of God, then soon we will not
e majority of the citizens of spect for the power of Huey Long.
He admits he was prejudiced bei>e glad of anything. Of course
lusiana were strong for Huey.
we can't plan everything and have
But the Dean made it clear that fore he interviewed the Kingfish.
He
is equally anxious to admit
it work out just that way. We
was not in favor of Sen. Long's
must take pot-luck with God and "Share the Wealth" program nor that has changed his pre-judged
life and people if we ever expect
economic principles. Neither opinion about the fiery senator.
But he is emphatic in denying that
to get anything out of life or out
he ready to say he agreed with
he is a booster for Huey Long,
of ourselves.
Long's political strategy or apthe politician or the economist or
'"We may fail and sin," conclud- proved of his private life. What anything that he stands for.
«<i Dr. Zelie, "but we still have the he meant to say was that LouisiThe story in a nut shell is that
ingredients of God in our natures. ana is all for Huey, that the KingThough our materials are not best fish has the people of his own Dean Enyart believes that Huey
find our make-up poor, we can al- state eating out of his hand, and Long is a mighty powerful and in•»ays do something with it."
that Long is accumulating more fluential individual. And the dean
is sticking to that story. Whether
Richard Dunham gave the Invo- and more power and influence.
As a result of a story which ap- the power and influence exerted by
cation, Catherine Bailey led the
i^sponsive reading, David Bothe peared in the Orlando Sentinel re- Long are sinister or good are be^ad a psalm of David with musi- porting Dean Enyart's opinions, side the point.
"But please," Dean
Enyart
cal accompaniment as it was he has been beset upon all sides.
fneant to be when written three He himself feels that readers of pleads, "make it clear that I was
thousand years ago, and Virginia the account failed to read the talking about Sen. Long, the man;
not Sen. Long, the economist; nor
Holm read the New Testament story carefully enough.
I*sson.
The article contained this con- Sen. Long, the politician."

China Subject
Of Talk At
Dr. Holt's Home

Psychology Class
Discusses Speech

DR, ZELIE GIVES
CiPEL TALK

DEAN ENYART BELIEVES
HUEY LONG POWERFUL

SHAILEfZ

M/^rH£^$

•itARRH

Hot.MES

Seminoles To

MODEL LEAGUE Be At Unveiling
Of Markers
OF NATIONS 10
BE PRESENTED
R e p r o d u c t i o n of G e n e v a
Assembly to Feature
Peace Institute
_
A model assembly of the League
of Nations will be staged Thursday night, March 21j as one of
the outstanding features of the
Rollins institute on the Church
and World Peace, Dr. Henry A.
Atkinson, New York, N. Y., director of the Institute, has announced.
Admission to the rrodel assembly, it is announcc?d^l*Bi^ be free
not only to the delegates to the
institute, but to the general public as well. It will be held in Recreation Hall at 8:15.
The actual setting of the assembly of the league at Geneva
will be reproduced as accurately
as possible. Dr. Atkinson, who,
as general secretary of the Church
Peace Union and the World Alliance for International Friendship
Through the Churches, has visited
sessions of the league many times,
will be assisted in planning the
program by Clark M. Eichelberger,
secretary of the League of Nations Association; Mrs. James
Lees Laidlaw, well known New
York peace worker; Dean Shailer
Mathews of the University of Chicago; Harry N. Holmes, field secretary of the World Alliance;
Pres. Hamilton Holt of Rollins;
and several others who are familiar with the work of the league
and have visited its general sesRepresentatives of the member
nations in the league will be portrayed by students of Rollins,
chiefly those in the dramatic
classes. All of the other institutions of higher learning in Flor(Continued on Page 2)

Twenty Seminole Indians from
the vastness of the Everglades
will be on hand to do the unveiling of a bronze tablet on the site
of old Fort Maitland, from which
the town of Maitland derived its
name. The unveiling ceremony
will take place next Thursday,
March 14, at four p. m., according
to an announcement by Mrs. R.
Sidenburg, winter resident of
Maitland and trustee of Rollins
College. The dedication of the
fourth D. A. R. highway marker
to be placed in Florida will also
be included in the ceremonies.
Professor A. J. Hanna of Rollins
College will feature with a brief
historical address incorporating
hitherto unknown facts about
Fort Maitland .and Capt. "W. S.
Maitland for whom the fort was
named.
Arrangements for the marking
of the site have been completed by
the Fort Maitland Committee composed of winter residents of Maitland, members of the Orlando D.
A. R., and representatives of Rollins College as follows: Prof. A. J,
Hanna, Miss Jean Parker, and
Fred Scholfield of Rollins, Mrs. H.
T. Kitson, chairman of historic
sites committee of D. A. R., Mrs.
0. L. Dommerich, Mr. and Mrs.
L. W. Dommerich, Mrs. J. H. Hill,
Miss Elizabeth McConnell, Col. E.
R. Hall and Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
Fownes of Maitland.
Salt Lake City, U. (UP)—An
nti-nepotism law in Utah forbids
public officer employing a coutn, but he can employ his brothr's step-daughter, and pay her
'ith public funds.

MISS OOSSELL
TO PRESENT
"THE RIVALS"
Famous Actress to Appear
in L e a d ; F i r s t P e r f o r m a n c e
Tomorrow Night
Through the 160 years and
more of revivals and presentations of Richard Brinsley Sheridan's famous comedy, "The Rivals," which will be staged by
Miss Annie Russell on March 14
and 15, there has accumulated a
store of tradition about the play.
Great artists in the world of the
theatre have identified and established their talents in the various
characters throughout the years.
The Bob Acres of George Giddens
and the Lydia Languish of Miss
Annie Russell are stage history.
Although this comedy, a brilliant and humorous satire on the
manners of the times, dates back
to 1775, it is equally as mirthprovoking today as then.
The
characters are drawn so true to
life as to challenge the actor to
create his character with his
greatest art, even though the role
he may be playing is a small
part.
One of the famous revivals of
"The Rivals" was that given by
Joseph Jefferson and his company.
Mr. Jefferson took the liberty of
condensing the play from five to
three acts, cutting several of the
characters out entirely and shrinking the lines of all the other characters with the exception of Bob
Acres, Jefferson's famous role.
Most naturally Jefferson's fellow
players had comments to pass upon his comic and outrageous liberty. William Warren, upon his
leaving the theatre after seeing
the play with Jefferson's alterations, was asked his opinion of
the changes. He replied, "It reminded me of that line in Buchanan Reed's poem, 'And Sheridan

20 miles away'.'
Miss Russell, however, h a s
brought Sheridai the full 20 miles
home. In her
"The Rivals" the entire unity of the five
acts will be preserved. The only
great elimination she has done is
in the cutting of many of the sugared sentimental scenes between
Lucy and Fap. These scenes, if
performed, would send an audience home late and sleepy. Miss
Russell has fortunately cut them
so that the play may move swiftly
and delightfully toward its conclusion.
The setting of "The Rivals"
production will be correct in every
detail. Authentic furniture, paintings, etc., of the 18th century will
be used throughout the numerous
scenes. The play is being costumed with equal artistry and attention to the times in which the
action takes place, the same year
that famous Americans were sitminister of education. Thus, the ting in council in Philadelphia,
unijpersities no longer have the fully resolved to break from Engright to decide who will be allow- land.
ed to deliver lectures.
Professors and universities acknowledged these reforms without
protest. This is quite natural;
there can be no question of public
protest against a government measure in present-day Germany.
The Order of Libra held its forA feeling of bitterness over encroachments upon the freedom of mal initiation last Wednesday
scientific teaching, however, is night, March 6, in the Knowles
common among professors as well Memorial Chapel. The members of
as students.
Some outstanding the organization are Betty Trevor,
scholars recently took the defense Marlene Eldredge, Eleanor White,
of the liberty of scientific thought Katrina Knowlton, Nancy Cush., Janet Murphy, Elfreda Wiin cautious form, and were renant, Dorothy Smith, Maxeda
buked by the Nazi press.
Hess, Jean Parker, Bets Richards,
Spartan Training
Sparta, not Athens, is the model Sally Limerick, Mrs. Richard Burof the present-day German uni- ton, Dr. Evelyn Newman, Annie
Russell, and Mrs. Wilcox.
versity.
At a meeting on Friday evening,
A considerable part of the students' time is taken up by volun- March 1, the following officers
3 elected for the coming year:
tary labor service, by work in the
Jean Parker, president; Betty
stormtroops, and similar tasks.
That means hard work aiming Trevor, vice-president; Dorothy
exclusively at physical training Smith, secretary; and Marlene Eland development of the sense of dredge, treasurer.
discipline. Scientific work is not
allowed to interfere with such
Boston ( U P ) — T h e New Engtraining.
land Checker Association has
A recent decree, issued on Feb- started a campaign seeking to rean old Massachusetts "blue
ruary 5, specifies that all students
under 25 must serve six months in law" which prohibits the playing
of checkers or chess on Sunday.
(Continued o:. Page 2)

NAZIS ALTER GERMAN
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

By PAUL KECSKEMETI
U. P. Staff Correspondent
Berlin—(UP)—Recent Nazi decrees, sweeping aside century-old
traditions of German academic
life, have modified the standing of
university teachers beyond recognition. •
For hundreds of years univerAfter lengthy and heated try- sities were known aa autonomous
outs, the cast for "Hotel Universe" bodies, ^choosing their own teachby Phillip Barry has finally been
This prerogative of German unien. Pat Farley, around whom
the play centers its interest, will
played by Alberto Warren. Dick enacted by the government on DeShattuck will fill the role of cember 13, 1934, empowers the
Stephen Fields, the half-crazed government to transfer professors
scientist, and Ruth Dawson will from one university to another
be his daughter, Ann Fields. Nor- for reasons of political expediency.
Shor'ily after the enactment of
Rose, the Jewish banker, will
portrayed by Paul Parker, this law a decree was issued exHope and Tom Ames will be char- tending government control over
acterized by Peggy Jenkins and a body of scientific workers, hithDavitt Felder, while Virginia erto known as "Privatdozenten".
These "Privatdozenten" were in
Holm as Alice Kendall, Jane
Nn as Lily Malone, and Robert the past selected hy the universitWarfield as Felix, the butler, ies themselves; they were allowed
to deliver lectures on their own
nplete the cast.
'Hotel Universe" is a study of field or study; however, they redisillusioned, soul-sick people, all ceived no salary. Scientific achwhom have attempted suicide ievement alone was considered in
thought of it as a means cf re- deciding about their appointment.
Title Abolshed '
se either before the opening of
The Nazi government's decree
the play or during its course. Ann
Fields and Hope Ames are the abolished the title of Privaadoily two normal people in the zent"; furthermore, it forsaw that
all lecturers be appointed by the
group.

Cast of'Hotel
Universe" Selected

The Symphony Orchestra of
Central Florida a t Winter Park
gave its fourth and by far its best
concert of the season Sunday afternoon.
The program opened wHh the
String Suite No. 3 by Bach, in
four movements—Gavotte No. 1,
Gavotte No. 2; Bourree; Air, and
Gigue. The first movement gave
more the essence of that type of
dance than the actual gavotte but
the Bourree was distinctly meant
to stir the feet. This was followed
by the Air, a slow restrained
movement with a very spiritual
quality in which the theme of melody in the violins soared above the
deep plucking portamente of the
cellos. In distinct contrast was
Gigue, a gay free dance where the
strings carried a stirring rhythm.
The whole sonata had a quality
of warmth about it quite different
from the frigidly classical style
with which Bach is usually portrayed. This leaning towards the
romanticist style made it more
telligible and interesting to the
uninitiated. Especial credit shcuh
be given the bass viols for theii
work in the first, second anc
fourth movements.
The second number on the pro
gram was the Overture to Sakun
tala by Carl Goldmark. The mu
sic was conceived as a commentary
on the Indian drama "Sakuntala"
by Kalidassa, and Mr. Clemens'
interpretation of it closely followed the story of that drama. The
strings began the Overture with
deep resonant tones and built up
with trumpets, dropping back, rising again to a climax of strings
and brasses. Suddenly the music
dropped to a lamenting, mournful melody in the strings, the
themes of Sakuntala and the king
Dushianta were heard again. From
that it finally climbed to the last
great climax. The whole overture
was executed with precision and
artistic conception. No part stood
out to the exclusion of any other,
the brasses and French horns did
not offend one's sensibilities, and
in several places the harp was
used to good effect.
The arrangement of the orchestra since the last concert brings
out much more effectively the
blending of the first and second
violins, but the cornets might yet
be moved slightly more towards
the bass viol so as not to sound
out directly toward the audience.
L'Arlesienne Suite No. 1 by
Georges Bizet was the third number of the afternoon. The first
-Prelude: Allegro de(Continued on Page 2)

NUMBER 22

Order of Libra ^
Holds Initiation

THE ROLLINS SANDSPUR

TWO

Debate Team
To Visit Five
Florida Colleges

Model League
(Continued from Page 1)
ida have been invited to send dep
utations.
The central theme of the assembly will be "The league must bi
an all comprehensive world-widi
organization."
Heading the American delega
tion to the model assembly will
be Mr. Eichelberger, who will
speak of "America's participat:
in the league." An address on this
subject will also be made by Mrs.
Laidlaw.
A three-days' program has been
planned for the institute on th<
Church and World Peace. Invita.
tions which have gone out t(
clergymen and church workers
throughout the state. Dr. Atkinson reports, have met with a ready
response.
The institute will open Wednesday, March 20. Evening lectures
will be given by Dr. Shailer Math
ews on Wednesday night, and Harry N. Holmes on Friday. Participating as speakers or leaders ir
several round table discussions
and group meetings during th
three days will be Pres. Holt, D:
Mathews, Mr. Holmes; Roger
Shaw, foreign editor of "Review
of Reviews"; Prof. John Martin;
Dr. Evelyn Newman, and Prof. A.
Buel Trowbridge of the Rollins
faculty: R a y Stannard Baker
(David Grayson), Woodrow Wilson's biographer; Mr. Eichelberger and Mrs. Laidlaw.
Subjects to be discussed during
the three days include "Disarmament," "The Munition Industry,"
"The Geneva Conference," "International Control," "The League of
Nations," "The World Court,"
"America and World Cooperation,"
and "A peace program for the local church and community."

(Continued from Page 1)

voyagers of the past had to
cross at the source of the river
Concluding a series of home and thus founded there the present
debates, the undefeated Rollins city.
debating team will make a short ( Enlarging on the historical intrip through Florida during the ; ternationalism of the city, Dr. Fatspving vacation. The team, com- io sketched briefly the work of the
posed of Sterling Olmstead, James numerous religious leaders who
Holden, and George Young, and fled to Geneva during the ReforProfessor Pierce, debating coach, mation and showed how their
will visit five colleges—Southern, work had spread throughout the
University of Tampa, St. Peters- world. He showed pictures illusburg Junior College, University of trating the inception of the idea
Miami and Stetson University. of international cooperation to reRollins will defend the aifirma. lieve the wounded on the battletive against the University of field of war and a picture of the
Miami and Southern College. Our International congress of nations
team will uphold the negative side which met in what is now the
of the Pi Kappa Delta question, present City Hall of the Swiss
"Resolved, That t h e Nations city and from which congress has
Should Agree to Prevent the In- | resulted the huge Red Cross orternational Shipment of Arms and ganization and all the philanMunitions," against the Univer- thropic and relief work of that orsity of Tampa, Stetson and the St. ganization -tt^hich has adopted the
Petersburg Junior College. The Swiss flag with its colors reversed
debate with Stetson will be held in as its symbol. I t was in this
Babson Park as one of the Forum same building in Geneva that the
Series. In this debate, on the af- Alabama claims of the United
ternoon of March 20th, Kathleen States Government against EngShephard will meet the Rollins land were settled in the first arbiteam in Babson Park in order to tration proceedings recorded in
debate with James Holden against history. Dr. Fatio showed a picthe affirmative representatives of ture sketched of the battle beStetson University. It is custom- tween the Alabama and the Kearary in the Rollins-Stetson debates sage in 1864 which attracted 1500
to have one girl and one boy on spectators from Paris to watch
each side. After this debate, the the fight, and he showed a picture
members will return to Winter of the ministers who met several
Park to start another series of'- years later to decide the question
home debates before leaving for ^ of breach of neutrality.
the Pi Kappa Delta Convention.
This was followed by pictures
The University of North Carolina of the Peace Conference of 1919
and Bates College will visit here which formulated the Covenant of
during the last of March and the the League of Nations, the prefirst week in April.
amble to which was also shown or
the screen. Dr. Fatio pointed out
several of the outstanding d
gates in the pictures and comnted
the
From this point, the speaker
verted to the narrower limits of
Miss Barbara Parsons, Richard his subject and went on to discuss
Buckmaster and Robert Currie the selection of a site for the
gave a program Monday night at buidings of the League of Nations
the Colonial Orange Court Hotel. and the choice of the city in which
Miss Parsons is a talented dancer
who has studied with Ruth St.
Denis in New York City, and who
has appeared at many of the large
hotels in the state in a successful
tour of the trio.
(Continued from Page 1)
Mr. Currie, tenor, was recently
guest artist at the Wednesday Chinese have been unjustly conMusic club, appearing with Jessie demned was nothing but a natural
Pedrick Baker and Hazel Cofl'in reber>ion of a people to keep forLenfast. He has sung over WDBO eigners from dominating China. In
and is one of the soloists at Know- the International City of China
Chapel and the Congregational the Chinese were treated disreChurch.
spectfully and in 1925 eleven Chinese students were killed in this
city by police under British control. What have we done to make
up for all of this ? Our American
Missions are the only antidote
which we have offered the Chinese.
These missions are teaching the
nations to live as brother to brother and maybe fifty years from
today we will be on a friendly
basis toward our eastern neighbors. The Chinese by nature are
not aggressively cruel, they are
jfriendly. Relations between Americans and Chinese people easy.
They have a prejudice in favor of
Americans because they feel that
we have done much for them. Let
I us live up to this prejudice.

Parsons and
Currie Appear

Mrs. Trowbridge to
Speak on France
The Alliance Francaise w i l l
hold its next meeting this Wednesday evening, March 11, at the
Alabama Hotel.
Mrs. Buel Trowbridge will give
a talk on the trip to France which
she and Mr. Trowbridge took last
summer with a group of students.
The lecture will be illu-itrated with
moving pictures, and all students
and friends of Eollins are cordially invited to attend. The meeting
will begin at 8:15 p. m.

Fatio Speaks

CHINA

SAVE 221 %
on ALLSTATE and
SUPER ALLSTATE

TIRES
NOW!

.39

Dine in the Tropical Garden

THE LATCH STRING
TEA ROOM
Luncheon and Tea
Dinners 75c and $1.00
718 Magnolia
Telephone 8751

it was to meet and the findings of
temporary quarters to house its
activities until permanent buildings could be erected. Dr. Fatio
credited President Wilson with
bringing about the final choice of
Geneva as the most appropriate
location for the league because of
its central position in' the heart
of Europe, its history of internationalism and republican form of
government, and its constituted
neutrality in times of conflict.

Hansen Assembly
Speaker
r. W. Stanley Hanson, known
as the White Medicine Man, of the
inole Indians, spoke t h i s
morning at the all-college assembly in Recreation Hall of "The
Seminoles as They are Today".
His talk was illustrated with
20 Seminole Indians fro mthe fastnesses of-the Everglades.

Best Sandwiches in Florida
10«2 North Orange Avenue

I

(Allstate Regular)

ROLLINS COLLEGE
won't have to "touch" the "old man"
for a "couple o' more shekels" if you, get in on
this Value Demonstration Sale . . . and these
really "low down" prices! A size for every
car . . . priced at 22 •/2% off . . . LIMITED
TIME ONLY! Also oil, batteries and other
accessories priced right in line with the
"leavings" of your allowance (be it ever so
humble!).

. . . Where
Smart "Rollins"
Goes Thrifty!

MISS ANNIE RUSSELL

"Weltanschauung," a philosophy
of life, implying a definite scientific outlook. Thus, Naziism has
p r o f o u n d l y affected scientific
teaching on various subjects. The
race theory, for instance, has
gained prominence on philosophical faculties.
There is, however, thus far only
one branch of knowledge which
Naziism set out to revolutionize to
the core. This branch of knowledge is jurisprudence.
In a decree issued on January
19, Minister of Education Bernhard Rust declared:
"The German science of law
must become National Socialistic."
After having remarked that
German jurisprudence still follow-

The Baker Museum has been
honored by the presentation of a
collection of photographs of flowers. This collection was made and
donated by Mrs. Mary Francis
Baker, widow of Thomas E. Baker, the museum's founder. Mrs.
Baker's group of photographs, she
herself taking and developing
them, have been placed in a separate show case in the museum.
They comprise one of the finest
collections for identifying the common flower. Mrs. Baker, incidentally, is the author of a most interesting botanical book, "Florid;
Wild Flowers".
We find, in this recent addition
to the college museum, pictures of
such plants as the Cottonweed; th
Pine Haycinth, which was used by
the Seminole Indians as a remedy
for sunstroke; the Leather Flower, a tree climbing vine; Bachelor's
Buttons; the Papaw or Dog Apple,
the fruit of which is edible. Tea
was made from the Dog Apple
flowers and used by the Seminole
Indians as a remedy in diseases of
the kidneys. There are various
kinds of roses, weeds, berries,
roots, orchids, buckwheat, ferns,
mosses and grasses—all excellently photographed, labeled clearly
and with interesting facts.
In adjoining cases we find some
actual specimens of Oak and Florida pine, loaned from Professor's
collection of hebarium plants.
These collections are not only of
importance to students interested
in botany, but will be of great interest and aid to the individual
who merely wishes to know iust
what is the appearance of Plume
Grass and Spider Orchids—in other words what the;
mon flowers look like

Loge Seats
Orchestra
Balcony

$2.00
1.50
75c to $1.50

Theatre Box Oflfice open daily from 4 to 6 p.

Borodin's
Polovetian
Dances
constituted the last number on the
program. Their themes are taken from genuine Russian folk mu.
sic and are closely related. The
orchestration is unusually colorful and characteristic and playtvl
in a strong manner. The underlying basis was Orientalism, which j
effect was brought out by the apt
work of the percussion section, ;
but there was a modern quality to \
the Grand Ensemble that carried '
all the themes of the Dances of j
the Slave Maidens, of the Archers
and of the Wild Men.
The concert Sunday afternoon
was the nearest to perfection j
which the orchestra has yet at- i
tained. All sections were beauti- j
fully coordinated to produce a har- \
moniousness unsurpassed in the j
life of the orchestra. In each con- |
cert the orchestra is becoming ;
more sensitive to Mr. Clemens' j
masterful interpretation. Winter '
Park and Central Florida should
be proud of such a conductor and
especially of such an organization
which would bring credit to any
community.

Ranker
BO'SUN
/
We Have Both the
Let it rain, let it pour, you will
look smart in this new and
fashionable Raincoat by Klein-
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JANTZEN
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Just stop in—
One ride will
convince you
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(Continued from Page 4)
ciso—blended the w e l l known
March of the Three Kings wi;:-,
Bizet's own material and was perhaps the best known of the four.
The second movement—Minuetto: '
Allegro giocoso — although not as :
familiar, was played with toning .
and balanced crescendos which ;
were noticeably lovely. The bet- \
ter known Adagietto was a charming interlude for strings alone, \
played with a beautifully i-ounded '
tone and deep muted quality even
in the softest places. These movoments were fittingly climaxed by
the Carillon: Allegro moderatto.
in which t h e basses carried throughout a steady ringing beat. :

ed lines of thought peculiar to Roman law, he added:
"Our fight is being waged
against this system of Pandects."
The decree then introduces a
number of reforms aiming to promote the development of a specific
German science of law.
Obligatory lectures are abolished, and the students are given
complete freedom in choosing the
subjects they want to study.
Simultaneously, however, a curriculum of so-called "principal
lectures" is established which must
be delivered at every university
in the same order and must be
sufficient for passing examinations.

"THE RIVALS"
With Miss Russell
as Mrs. Malaprop

SYMPHONY
CONCERT

The Alumni Benefit Bridge to
be held on March 23, is as yet not
definitely decided upon.

NEW FORD

Prices:

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

1)

Baker Museum
Acquires Botany
Exhibit

Presents

The Annie Russell Theatre
SEARS, R O F B U C K A N D C O .

(Continued from

the "labor squads". Only those
having studied for seven semesters
or more are exempted.
Moreover, all students are expected to join one or the other
Nazi semi-military organization,
such as the S. A., the S. S., or
The speaker continued with pic- Goering's "Air League".
tures of the new buildings of the
Kept from Study
League of Nations, not yet quite
Although duties in these organcompleted, and described the diffi- izations are somewhat less onerculties attendant on the drawing ous now than they used to be;
up of plans to conform with the they often keep the students from
needs of the various organs of the learning. Total freedom from exLeague and to harmonize with the ercise is granted only for a short
general architecture of the City period during examinations.
of Geneva and its sun-ounding
It is difficult to say what stuscenic attractions. He described
how prizes had been offered for dents think about this transformation
of academic life. There are
plans * and how the board of
awards had given nine first prizes many who resent it; others rather
like
the
new "atmosphere of comwhich left the builders in quite a
quandry as to which to use and radeship" in the S. A. and related
how finally five architects were organizations. Voluntary labor on
called in to work out a combina- the whole is unpopular. Many stution of four of these prize blue- dents repuest to be exempted
prints for the final construction of from it, but these requests are
the League buildings. The build- very seldom granted. The decree
ings will be completed this spring mentioned above forsees, however,
and ready for the use of the that students having adhered to
the Nazi movement as early as six
League at its next meeting.
months before Hitler's assumption
Dr. Fatio emphasized the work of power may be exempted. This
of Americans throughout his talk, stipulation shows that the educagiving especial commendation to tion afforded by the labor squads
Mr. Arthur Henderson. He show- is not altogether popular even
ed pictures of the League at among Nazi students.
work; of the Assembly in session
and of a meeting of the Council.
Dislike Intellectuals
He spoke briefly on the accomPhysical training and drill are
plishment of the League in the intended to prevent German stuSaar basin pointing out how pre- dents from becoming out-and-out
dictions of German invasions of "intellectuals". ' The "intellectual"
France to regain the section had is a type disliked and mistrusted
failed to materialize. He spoke by Nazi leaders.
briefly of the admittance of RusPeople with university degrees,
sia into the League and admitted according to their Nazi critics, in
the comparative failures of the the past used to regard themselves
League in the Grand Chaco and in as a body separated from ordinary
the Orient, omitting to call atten- people. Students wore ribbons and
tion to the considerable fault of pillbox caps in order to distinguish
the United States in the events of themselves from the crowd; they
these two sections. He described
exhibited woundmarks received in
the outstanding health work of the
duel for the same purpose. This
League of Nations pointing out
class pride is hateful to many inparticularly the work that has
fluential Nazis of the younger genbeen accomplished in the regula^
tion of the narcotic trade. And he eration.
This attitude of younger Nazis
mentioned the work of the Leagut
in connection with the assassina^ led to a vehement crusade against
the traditional students' corporation of the King of Jugoslavia.
tions; but the fight has not ended
At the end of his talk he em- yet, because the corporations also
phasized the part of Americans ir found defenders among the older
the creation and work of the Lea- generation of Nazi officials. The
gue 3n.;'_^_^,o^ed pictures of tht remnants of the corporations that
United 'states delegates to the In- have resisted the young Nazi's onternational Labor Office and de- slaught now have formed a very
scribed the new League Library strong defensive alliance under the
to which Mr. Rockefeller donated auspices of Hitler's aid, Undertwo million dollars. At this point
secretary Hanns Heinrich Lamhe called the attention of his lisCut High Schools
teners to the fact that no money
Although the Nazi doctrine of
has ever been solicited for the
the "abolition of the class privilconstruction of the new League
buildings, the money to finance ege of academic training" was inthis work all being saved out of terpreted by many as implying
the regular League budget, which that high school training was to
he pointed out could be met for be made accessible to the masses,
685 years by the money spent on the Hitlerite government adopted j
world armaments during the sin- the opposite course. It curtailed
gle year 1929, which was before the number of students.
the recent increases in military
National Socialism does not reand naval appropriations of the gard itself as a mere political
several governments of the world. movement. I t presents itself as a

LITTLE DUTCH MILL
Guaranteed
18 Months

NAZIS

Illustrated above is the popular Gantner BO'SUN, a \
smartly cut trunk with the
built-in supporter.

$2.95
Other trunks from $1.95 to $4.95 j

R.C. BAKER, INC
at tJie cornier, downtown

It surely looks like a rather pleasant
Spring Vacation will arrive on Saturday.
NORRIS' ^***® College Store)
wishes you the very best—And even
during vacations
Call 101
for
Service

THE ROLLINS

Even if it is Sunday morning
and the taste of stale cigarettes
does hang heavy in the roof of the
mouth, there is one thing that
needs saying and keeps driving
through an aching head for expression: If the Freshman Dance
was the best of last term, if the
Cloverleaf Open-House was the
most successful affair on campus,
even if the Freshman Class is outstanding, in one respect it has met
fast and furious competition.
Why? When you can't find a
soul who isn't saying that the Pi
Phi Dance was swell, that he had
the best time of the year there
and when the only silent ones i
those who didn't go, then you kni
it must have been good. So thanks
to the Pi Phi's for finding a better
orchestra than we knew existed
in Florida (The University Clubmen from Gainesville) and for
running such a successful dance
in such an appropriate setting on
such a good floor (Dubsdread
Country Club). They do things
right.
And here it is vacation time. It's
hard to realize unless you wander
through the dormitories or library
and watch everyone cramming to
get their work up to date. We
may not have exams but you'd
hardly know it the way people are
A Sparks Theatr

Last Day

ALL THE KINGS HORSES
Mary Ellis — Carl Brisson

Thursday and Friday

Claudette
COLBERT
The Gilded Lily
Fred MacMurray

One Way to Stop it

pounding out term papers and
scribbling madly in notebooks. It
actually gives one the feeling that
we are getting an education, and
perhaps we are. Well, when the
rest does come, and may you all
be ready for it, we hope that them
as goes home has a swell time,
that them as stays here really enjoys it, and that them as takes
-if^.
trips with the various teams or
with friends comes out way ahead
of the game. In other words, have
fun, folks, have fun, and happy
spring vacation or whatever one
thought it of you, girls, tsk, tsk.
says.
Don't you know that's a regular
table, and besides . . .
It was the two Drapers, Bud
and Polly, who spent the last half
We sure feel sorry for the girl,
of the Pi Phi Dance charging, es- or maybe we don't, but anyway
pecially Bud, all over the country Lee Cross has the funniest ideas
In order to secure financial asclub looking for each other.
about dances. When that boy sistance for Hungerford Vocationtakes a girl he likes to dance with al School, t h e Committee in
Somehow we just can't seem to her all eveninng and can't see why charge has adopted several methremember names this week, but anybody else should cut in. Defin- ods of collecting free-will offerit was that Stoner person and ite instructions were given out the ings.
some of her friends who swore off othen night.
The first took place Thursday
of bacon and lettuce sandwiches
night, March 7, at the Congregaon toast. It isn't so bad to swear
Two of our high-browed lassies tional Church in Winter Park. Mr.
off eating between meals or spend- spent the other afternoon, and we Irving Bacheller acted as chairing so much money at the drug wish we could remember who they man. The chorus from Hungrestore, but when the story comes were, riding all around the C(
ford School sang a number of
that there is particular discrimin tryside in the rumble while their spirituals. Brief addresses were
ation against bacon and lettuce dates enjoyed the comforts of the given by Captain Lorenzo B.
sandwiches on toast as such, we front seat.
Hall, principal of the school, and
call it dodging the due process oi
by Dr. Charles W. Dabney.
law clause and most unconstituMr. James E. Peabody told the
George Waddell was out on the
tional.
futilest chase last week during story of the Conquest of Yellow
the Fatio lecture. He went dash- Fever illustrated with lantern
Poor Georgie, the Young boy. ing all over the campus looking slides. He has known personally
He started around the campus the for a flashlight and by the time he nearly half the men who volunother day in that orange dri
got it back it was too late to use teered for that heroic service.
He was chairman of the high
of his when Bohunk Young start- it.
school Teachers' Committee that
ed around backward. George gave
way and backed out. Then he
Ed Levy had the best laugh the secured the passage by Congress
started again. Another time he other night. Ed's the boy who in 1929 of the bill which has givbacked out. Then he started again. came in with pink splotches all en to the twenty-two men or to
All the time he was going around over his lapel you know and swore their widows a pension of $125 a
the right way. The third time it he hadn't had a date. It must month. Congressional medals and
was that self-assured smoothie, have been a nose bleed. But any- perpetual honor in the Army regSpence, who started around the way, Ed had been given a piece ister, for much the same quality
wrong way. But George was tired of cake to divide and he was split- of heroism as appeared in the
and didn't back. They saw each ting the layers to pass it around sacrifice of Dr. Robert Hungerford
other and the two cars raced at when all of a sudden he called out who gave his life for a negro paeach other and met almost in "Al, do you want a layer?" And tient ill of typhoid fever.
front of Lakeside, from where you should have heard the boys
The second and third procedures
Spence started pushing the Yellow guffaw!
will be lectures given by John
Peril backwards around the horseMartin Thursday morning, March
shoe. Some people just shouldn't
Apologies to everybody mention- 14, on "Wanted, A New Strategy
be allowed to drive. (Wonder if
I in this column and especially of Peace", by Bishop William F.
this will get by the proof readers
to everyone who has to read it. Anderson Thursday night, March
or if they can't take it.)
an "The Romance of Living",
(Incidentaly, we didn't get a thing
out of the last one and we're not both of which will be held at the
Beanery furnishes the satire
king for anything from it.) Congregational Church and the
this time. It was Tita Stueve and
soon as the term's over weT entire proceeds of which will be
Peggy Jennison, we think, w^ho try to raise the quality—this is d o n a t e d to the Hungerford
School.
were seen eating at the K. A. lousy.
Have a good vacation.
table the other night. We never folks and come back happy.
Enterprising Burglars
Winsted, Conn. (UP) — Reuben
Toplitz was afraid burglars would
New Spring Fabrics
Royal Typewriters
hold him up and take his money if
. . . for Your New Suit . . .
New and Used Portables
Come Make a Selection
he carried it home after closing
his store, so he left $387.50 in the
office cash register. They got it
anyway, after breaking through a
19 E. Pine St., Orlando Tel. 4822
window.

Yellow Fever
Conquest is
Subject Thursday

DAVIS
Office Supply Co.

ED RANDALL
Tailor

For Those of Distinctively Discriminating Tastes

^ Will linger In your memory . . . in this unforgettable story of courage
md devotion!
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The Rollins Studio Club met last
Wednesday evening, March 6, at
the Orchestra Tea Room. An interesting evening was spent discussing contemporary trends in
art, and comparing them with
those in music and literature.
Since it was a warm evening, tables were moved out on the sidewalk, and coffee was served there.
This Florida version of a Paris
cafe proved quite delightful.
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Richards, of New Canaan, Conn., were
guests at the meeting. Both Mr.
and Mrs. Richards are well known
artists, and with Mr. McKean, added many interesting notes to the
Other members present were
Blanche Fishback, Isabel Moberley, Jack Rich, Nan Poeller, Adelaide Anderson, Bets Richards,
and Carl Howland.

CiUtiSfM

Tussy introduces a new Powder, of super-clinging
quality, in a new patent Tap-It box that simply can't
spill . . . With it a special Tussy Automatic Lipstick
. . . works with one hand
full 50^ value . . . and as
if that were not enough for your money, a pure wool
puff comes with it . . . AU for One Dollar!
TOILETRIES DEPARTMENT—FIRST FLOOR

DICKSON-IVES
Orange Avenue

—

Orlando

—

Daily Deliveries to Eollins

Phone 4134

Dean Christian Gauss of Princeton gave an address on "The College Student and His World" befor the Central Florida Association of the Phi Beta Kappa Society last Thursday evening at Stetson University.
Dean Gauss said there is no
such thing as civilization and religion, that only individuals are
civilized and reigious. He said
that judging from the way the
world is going, the influence of
civilized people appears to be on
the wane, but that we should not
be surprised over such a situation
when we remember the slow collapse of Rome. He said the only
thing that can help us is the redefinement of values, that the true
scholar must forget as well as
think.
Other speakers on the program
were President Allen of Stetson
and Dr. Taylor, president of the
Central Florida Association of
Phi Beta Kappa.

when Gandhi was carrying on his
movement
of
non-cooperation.
Through various Indian friends
she became acquainted with GandCostly Autos in Moscow
hi, himself.
Cleveland ( U P ) — There are
A singer of note, author of more automobiles of expensive
travel articles published in "Trav- American make on the streets of
el", "Asia" and other magazines, Moscow in Russia than there are
for many years a lecturer on var- in Cleveland, said W. J. Austin,
ied phases of the Orient, a student head of the Austin Company of
of Oriental religions, Mrs. Eld- Cleveland, industrial engineers and
redge was well equipped to pro- builders. Austin wa sone of a
a delightful and interesting delegation of American business
Mrs. Helen Woodsmall Eldredge
evening.
men to visit Russia.
of Memphis, Tenn., world traveler
and lecturer, lectured on "Gandhi's
India" last Tuesday night at the
For Modern Nimrods
Congregational Church.
ilem. Ore. (UP)—Oregon plans
T h . lecture was illustrated with to open up its Canyon Creek game
colored slides and gave a pictorial refuge to hunters witn Puw aiiu aiview of political and religious In. Archers would be allowed to
" B e a u i ^ Is a r > u t j "
dia from Ceylon, the Southern hunt deer and other game
pay146 East Park Avenue
peninsula, through the Dekkan ment of a $15 license fee.
and the Taj Mahal country, north
to Kashmir and the Himalayas.
An unusual note was added by the
fact that Mrs. Eldredge was robed
in a sari, the customary dress of
Hindu women.
"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"
•Mrs. Eldredge has lived in the
Orient for many years and was in
India during the dynamic time

India Topic
of Discussion
Tuesday

EDA'S'^s^T^
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TEMPLE

Two very interesting programs
were presented last week over
WDBO by members of the Rollins faculty. Miss Shore, professor of Biology speaking Monday
evening on "The Web of Life," and
Mr. Bruce Dougherty of the Conservatory of Music singing a
group of songs on Wednesday evening.
Plans are now under considera
tion to bring the broadcasts direct
ly from the campus, the programs
to originate in the chapel, theatre
and Conservatory of Music, it be,
ing felt by those in charge that
the talent which could be found
for these programs has not begun
to be tapped as yet, and that if
more interest could be aroused
among students in these broadcasts by bringing them onto the
campus, that the Eollins Radio
Hour would take its rightful place
among the activities of the college. However, there are several
difficulties in the way of such a
move, and these remain to be
worked out before any definite
plans can be laid.

LUBRICATION

1
Shirley

Plans Made For
Studio Club
^-4ff*"^^*""T's Dean
Speaker Before
Campus Broadcasts Goes Parisienne
Phi Beta Kappa
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P U B L I S H E D W E E K L Y BY U N D E R G R A D U A T E STUDENTS OF
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Unassuming
yet mighty,
sharf
and
pointed, well-rounded yet many sided, astiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and e?iergetic as its name imflies, victorious i"iingle combat and therefore without a feer,
wonderjully
attractive and extensive
in
circulation', all these will be jound
ufon
investigation to be amojig the extraordinary qualities oj the
SANDSPUR.

Member Winter Park Chamber of
Commerce

dition two or three persons would be
chosen to represent the independent
students on the campus. This body
would take the place of the present
student council, which is also little
more than an honorary group. The
chairman would act as president of
the Student Association, but he
would not be elected on an open ballot, accompanied by a platform containing clever promises which are
never fulfilled.
The method of choosing this chairman has not been fully decided. He
would either be chosen by a vote of
the council itself, which would be
composed of about a dozen students,
or the chairmanship would rotate between the g r o u p s represented.
Though the final system still has a
few loop-holes, at least it seems without question an improvement over
the plan now in practice.
Such details as the election of this
so-called chairman could be perfected
in time without serious changes. The
rotation seems by far the better
method, particularly if all politics
are to be ousted once and for all.
More will be heard about the new
plan soon, we hope. It may be
brought before the student body for
discussion. In the main it is a sound
scheme. Its ' installation on this
campus should be speeded.
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the strongest weapons in the attack
on the New Deal administration.
In the heat of the discussion people thave time to see only one fact—
that some of their immediate freedom of choice has been taken away.
But is that the major issue? Isn't
the important question this: is the
individual being considered important as an individual.
In most European countries of today, the people are existing for the
good of the government. That's an
old European point of view, and
probably an easy one to slip back into. But it has never been our way,
here in America and it never will be.
Look closely at the measures passed in the past year or two—measures
which are reputed to be depriving us
of all our rights. Are they made for
a king, or a dictator, an army, a political party? Or are they for the
good of the people, for the restoration of ecnomic conditions necessary
for every one of us?
There seems to be little reason to
doubt the sincerity of the President
and his administration in trying to
make the government serve the people more efficiently.
We have no
reason to complain until the people's
needs are subordinated to the efficiency of the government.
And
that's a long way off yet, for America.
—Daily Kansan

Gordon Jones
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mother and to Virginia and James Boyd
on the death of their father.

Student Government
For the past year or two the administration of Rollins has been trying to find a scheme which would
change the present form of student
government. The present system
has many defects. Each member of
the student body automatically belongs to the Student Association.
The officers of this organization are
elected in an open election each
spring. This form of choosing leaders has long been the source of controversy and dissatisfaction. Officers are never elected on their merit
when selected in this way. They
are elected by the fraternities' political moves, by swapping votes and
campus positions, and by the group
whose ballyhoo is the most effective.
After the successful candidate is installed in office, the question always
arises as to whether or not all the
spring term's frolic will h a v e
amounted to anything. In most
cases it never amounts to anything.
The president is usually a good figurehead and there his duty and work
ends.
In the present case, at least, the
president has been far-sighted and
conscientious enough to advocate
changing the system. It is senseless
to hope that the system now in use
will ever work for the benelit of the
Student Association. It is a waste
of time, energy, and money, and seldom results in anything worthwhile.
It kills the democratic attitute which
should be instilled in the student
body. It is little help even to the
winning fraternity or sorority. It is
high time to have it changed.
The plan which has been suggested as the order of the future years
is brief and easily understandable.
Elections, as they now are conducted,
would be entirely eliminated. A
group would be organized, consisting
of one representative from each
fraternity and each sorority. In ad-

Women Ahead in
Gullibility
(Daily Northwestern)
Superstitions and false ideas are
held by both sexes, but women seem
to be more gullible than men. Such
is the conclusion of a book by Dr.
Caldwell and Mr. Lundeen entitled
"Do You Beheve I t ? "
The authors introduce the results
of investigations they and others
have been carrying on for some
years. They tabulated one hundred
questions on dreams, journeys, the
number thirteen, crossed fingers,
Friday, red hair, knocking wood,
funerals, lucky numbers, black cats,
horseshoes, spilling the salt, and so
on.
They found the average high
school pupil is obsessed by twentytwo of these hundred absurd superstitutions, with girls believing in a
larger number of false ideas than
men.
Furthprmnre, it was founjd that
teachers are just as gullible as students. Returns from 2,379 instructors in thirteen states showed that
more than half believed the claims
made in advertisements of antiseptics, dentifrices, and other health
and beauty preparations. Here again,
however, the result showed women
more gullible than men.
Superstitions constitute an enormous barrier to progress, and their
existence today among students and
even teachers is enough to make us
wonder at our educational advancement. We claim to be more advanced than the savage who consders
thunder as a manifestation of the
anged of God, but yet we adhere to
superstitions even more ridiculous.

Quantity Up for Trial
(Brown Daily Herald)
Dean Arnold's opinions and statements on the problem of admissions
to college are refreshing to those
who, after seeing freshmen come and
go without graduating, wonder what
is being done to secure the type of
college student who has the ability
and stability to make good in the
present day university.
"The main problem is whether or
not there is a real probability on the
basis of his record in school and his
accomplishment to date of his record in school and his accomplishment
to date that he can meet the college
requirement" declared Dean Arnold.
"I am certain that the old policy of
requiring 15 units scattered in many
fields will not hold in the future."
The time has come when all colleges will demand less in the way of
quantity requirements and will substitute instead, quality. Colleges will
seek, though they will be faced with
a difficult quest or intangible qualities, men with fine personality,
worthwhile intellectual interests and
pursuits, sensitivity to what is going
on in the world about them, and ambitions and ideals worthy of the
highest type of man. These are the
qualities which the Admissions office must find for grades, in themselves, too often fail to show the merits and demerits of an applicant.

The American Way
Are the American people losing
their freedom? That is a topic which
edges its way into every sort of discussion—whether the country is repudiating its ideals of democracy and
individual freedom. And it is one of

"Six Sides to a Man" (Harcourt
Brace) is Merrill Moore's second
collection of sonnets. In them he
applies a buoyant curiosity with
equal heartiness to an "Unknown
White Man in the City Morgue" or
to the "History of the World." There
is much chaff and a few grains in
this collection.
"Freedom of the Seas," by Earl
Willis Crecraft, Ph.D. (Appleton
Century). The head of the Political Science Department at the University of Akron traces the origin
of the principle of the "freedom of
the seas," see it under attack today
by both militarist and pacifist, and
urges its defense.
"That Fellow Percival," by Anne
Green (E. P. Dutton), is well worth
taking the time off to read if you
want plenty of laughs. It is gay,
breezy, romantic and moves quickly.
It is typical of Anne Green's work.
Don't miss it.
"The Glory Road," by Arthur Hopkins (E. P. Dutton), is a cavalcade
of humanity in eternal struggle to
fine the direction and meaning of
life. Hopkins is a well known theatrical producer.

ASermon in aSentence
By Dean Charles A. Campbell
A few days ago a western college
campus was shocked and saddened
by the sudden death of a greatly
loved member of the faculty.
The president of the college said,
"We loved him because he loved us—
he was, in the finest sense of the
word, a gentleman".
One of his colleagues stated that
"There was something in him that
was a perpetual reproach to shoddy
workmanship and rude behavior".
The editor of the paper wrote,
"His soul—the happy, twinkling,
gentle soul of him—surely must be
beaming upon a better dawn".
I wonder if it is possible to characterize a "gentleman". It may be
that the life of a gentleman is a blend
of contrasting values;
A blending of strength and gentleness, or courage with tolerance; a
blending of self-reliance with humility, of good manners with sincerity,
of frankness with sympathy, of dignity with winsom,eness, and the
blending of truth with kindness.
A gentleman is one who is just to
those of his own age, patient with
little children and generous and appreciative to the aged;
And above all, one who is possessed of an inward spirit radiating
good will to all.
A gentleman is judged not by his
clothes, but by his courtesy; not by
his money, but by his modesty; not
by the fame of his family name, but
by the reality of his grace.
That which is most beautiful in
men is God-likeness. This is the reason why Jesus is regarded as the
world's supreme Gentleman.

X CHANGES
From Temple University News
the following male definitions are
taken:
Athlete: a dignified bunch of
muscles, unable to shovel snow or
sift ashes.
Cannibal: a heathen who never
works, but lives on other people.
Lawyer: he who protects your
wealth, in order to get it for himself.
Laplander: an awkward man in
a street car.—Swathmore Phoenix.
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By M. J. Davis

Maybe It's as Well
Magistrate—The policeman says
that you and your wife had some
words.
Accused—I had some, sir, but I
didn't get a chance to use them.—
Hollywood Herald.
We found in The Flor-Ala a
reason why so many people often
flunk exams. It is said that a fool
can ask more questions than a
wise man can answer.—The Agnostic.
And They know the Answers
Girls are like final examinations—they keep a fellow up all
night worrying about them, and
then ask the most foolish questions.—Augustana Observer.

taken away again in a little wagon
by two husky young chaps in
We've Heard Differently
white coats.
A chatter columnist is a person
Here's another pet peeve we
want to get off our chest. Why who finds out things that people
does Mr. Yust, who runs Mr. Car. don't want known and tells it to
negie's library for us, insist upon people to whom it makes no difkeeping up this silly, one-sided ference.—Augustana Observer.
correspondence of ours 1 Every
A SHght Sight
week he drops us a polite but firm
The story is told of a student
note telling us how much he'd appreciate our paying our back li- at the University of Oregon, that
brary dues. Mr. Yust goes fur- one day last week, after having a
ther to suggest that he wants to slight argument with a professor,
save us the possible embarrass- he turned his back upon that perment of having to deprive us of son and started to walk off.
"Are you trying to show your
library privileges entirely. Now,
this is very kind and thoughtful contempt for m e ? " asked the proof Mr. Yust and we appreciate it, fessor sternly.
but if he only knew just how much
"No, sir," was the reply, "I was
he embarrasses us by merely men- trying to conceal it." — Michigan
tioning the matter at all, we feel Daily.
Just a word about that super- sure he'd forget the affair comcollossal Student Workshop Pro- pletely, just as we have done.
duction at Wreck Hall last week.
Sir Molcolm Campbell is up to
As usual, we went away in the
customary state of frustrated be- his old tricks again, wrecking the
wilderment in which such plays al- well-ordered routine of our instiways l e a v e us.
"Empurpled tution here by insisting on breakMoors" is one of the deepest, most ing thti world's speed record at
subtle of Arthur Ferkin's plays, Daytona. Now, while he are all
The entire population -of the
but no one will ever know it now. for dear Old England, good clean state of Nevada could be seated
Th& Rollins Players, however, are sport and adventure, American in the Stanford university stanever for a moment daunted but womanhood (and anything else dium.—^Swathmore Phoenix.
fling themselves about the plat- that's free) we still can't quite apform, hissing and snarling in preciate all that Sir Malcolm is
A Colgate professor of psycholsuch melodramatic style as to trying to do for civilization and ogy required his students to sleep
leave the audience in a state of progress. The Blue Bird can do in the class room so that he could
stupefaction. "Moo Moo" Hyer 277.03 m.p.h. Swell! But the only determine the most effective pitch
lookes better all the time, in our place you can travel 277.03 m.p.h. for an alarm clock.—Swathmore
humble opinion, and Peter Mc- is on the sands of Daytona Beach. Phoenix.
Cann did some fine emoting and There's no other place in the
hand-wringing, but gobbled down world it can be done safely, if, of
F i f t y students at Vallapin,
too many many of his best lines, course, you have a Blue Bird! Bethus completing our own unbiased sides, one end of Daytona Beach Spain, locked up two professors in
review of "Empurpled Moors", is just like the other . . . if not a room until they promised to pass
which ranks second only to "Rid- worse . . . so why the rush ? the whole cass without an examers to the Sea" in reducing its Who wants a car like that, any- ination.—Swathmore Phoenix.
audience to complete apathy and way . . . without a rumbleseat ?
What It's Worth
(Incidently, we'd put our money
Figures recently compiled by
down on Dean Enyart or ChoirWhich brings us around to master any day, if it came to a one of the leading insurance com"Hamlet" (if you go our way). showdown.)
panies of the country, in answer
We thought the whole affair
to the question "Does College
By the way, why don't people P a y ? " show that the average colwould blow over long ago, but
what with all this bickering going do their wrestling in their own lege graduate does not go to work
on week after week in this sheet cars during intermissions?
until he is 22 and reaches a maxNow that we've fixed the Presi- imum of $8,500 per year at the
between the editors, the review
writers, the back-seat critics, and dent up with a brand new gate, age of sixty. His total life earnthe cast, we're beginning to think there are a few other little con- ings will be $180,000 or $92,000'
maybe there's something in it. structive matters that should be more than the high school graduWe've been meaning to mention taken care of. Won't somebody ate—123,000 for each of the four
this business of writing dramatic give a matinee musicale so we can years spent in college.—^Pitt News.
criticisms for some time now, but re-cinder the horseshoe? The ruts
never have been able to get around are getting so deep you need a
Costly Absences
compass and a road map to cross
to it . . . so here goes.
Economy was the reason given
the campus these days. And how
In the first place, the Sandspur about widening the circle beside for the elimination of official exought to have a permanent dra- Coverleaf? And the road leading cuses formerly required at the
matic critic on the staff, and not to Rollins Hall ? It looks like the University of Kansas. The unihave to shop araund for a review- auto testing field at the world's versity maintains that the cost of
er every time a play comes off. fair! And how about that K. A. keeping the absence file in the
Secondly, why does every critic corner sidewalk? Two co-eds got dean's office is too great.—Pitt
take up three-quarters of a col- stuck in there during the last rain News.
umn giving his or her opinion on and were tramped under before
how the play SHOULD have been anyone could reach them.
Source of College Presidents
done. Who cares? Dr. Newman
No less than 62 of the UniverAnd now the Dean of Men is sity of Indiana's graduates have
claims the Rollins production paralleled that of Walter Hampdens. back, more full of Hooey than become presidents of educational
Does anyone remember just how
institutions.—Pitt News
Odds ' Ends: Dick Dunham lookfar apart two lines can be and
still remain parallel?
Maxeda ing very continental in Tails SatStudent Separator
urday
night—and
Pete
Potter,
an.
Hess lauds Dick Shattuck's perAdopting a new system whereby
formance to the skies and than other lovely creation — Amelia the usual student is advanced more
can find no greater praise than to Buckley bewailing the fact that rapidly than his duller classmate,
assure us finally that "he was she can't wash her feet because Yale university finds that more
Hamlet the Dane". (This inter- she has to wear her shoes and than a third of the freshman class
esting fact might also have been socks in the shower—that note in this year will be permitted to skip
found on the program provided Pugrsley stating that guests of the ; some of the regular first year
for just that purpose.) She like- college were shocked to find liqu
work under this plan.—and vice
wise thought the burial scene was stains on the table.
versa.—Pitt News.
too dead!
Good Hunting
Toward Better Married Life
But wait . . . just wait . . . until
Claire, Ont. (UP)—Henry
Professor Groves of the UniverDoc Fleischman takes the show to
New York!
(Well, maybe you ' Burton cut down a pine tree here sity of North Carolina says that
HAD better
about getting a (a few days ago and got four cords within ten years all schools and
job and settling down in the mean- I of wood.
black bear, and three colleges will oarry ccurses leading
time!) Rumor has it now that any- j gallons
wild honey. As the to an education for marriage.—
one who will put up S5,000 (five tree toppled over, a hibernating Pitt News.
thousand) can play the lead when | bear came out of his den beneath
we hit Gotham! It seems that the [ the tree. Burton killed it with two parently cached to assure a meal
gentleman who first offered to p u t , strokes of his axe. Then he found when he aroused himself this
up the cash to back the show, was ' the honey, which the bear ad ap- spring.
of
get ;
this Pi Phi confetti out., of., our
hair . . . and our back teeth . . .
we may be able to wrap ourselves
around the old typewriter and
knock out a few pearls to cast
your way. It's kind of hard to
work in here just now, what with
half a dozen dyspeptic looking
balloons bobbing around the ceiling, a bunch of gold arrows pointing to nowhere in particular, three
hundred-odd y a r d s of colored
streamers hanging from the chandelier, along with a young fellow
with a mustache named Otis (not
the mustache) with whom we were
dancing when the orchestra finally
quit playing Saturday night. It
was a swell brawl, though . . . at
least, so they tell us.

OTHER
CAMPI

THE

ANNIE RUSSELL AGAIN T O
APPEAR ON ROLLINS STAGE
Annie Russell, who temporarily
"retired" from the stag-e during
the hectic days of the World War,
will make one of her infrequent
returns to the footlights Thursday and Friday night of this week
when she appears as Mrs. Malaprop in her own production of
Sheridan's "The Rivals".
The famous old English comedy
will be produced by the Annie
Russell Company in the Annie
Russell Theatre, the beautiful little home of the drama which Mrs.
Edward W. Bok gave to Rollins
College in honor of a lifelong
friendship with the famous actress.
It was in Washington, D. C , on
the evening of January 19, 1918,
where Miss Russell bid a temporary goodbye to the stage during a
run of "The Thirteenth Chair",
starring Miss Russell as Madame
LaGrange. But it was not entirely from choice that Miss Russell
"retired" on that memorable evening. The War Department had
seen fit to commandeer all freight
cars, and transportation of stage
scenery thereafter became too
much of an obstacle.
Fourteen years went by. Miss
Russell established her home in
Winter Park, Mrs. Bok gave her

magnificent gift, and the public
began to clamor for Miss Russell
to grace the stage and to give of
her art and talents. On a warm
evening in April, 1932, Miss Russell made her first appearance in
the theatre which bears her name
by playing in a professional production of Browning's "In a Balcony".
The next season she made dramatic history at Rollins when she
revived a production of "The
Thirteenth Chair", and delighted
local audiences with a brilliant
characterization of Rosalie LaGrange.
And now the drama-loving public of this artistic community, after two long years, is again to
have the benefit of Miss Russell's
art. Her choice is a happy one.
More than twenty years ago Miss
Russell made a triumphant tour of
the Eastern and Midwestern states
with her own Old English Company producing "The Rivals", with
Miss Russell as Lydia Languish,
and "She Stoops to Conquer".
Miss Russell has selected several members of the Rollins faculty, experienced students, and amateur actors among her friends as
a supporting cast for her production of "The Rivals".

Alaskan College
Enjoys a Boom

Room Needed
for Television

Fairbanks, Alaska, (UP)—With
an enrollment of 250 that taxed all
its facilities, Alaskan College, believed the world's most northern
institution of higher learning, opened for a new term.
The college turned down over
100 applications because of lack
of dormitory and class room space,
President Charles Bunnell reported. Approximately 40 per cent of
the students are from the states.
The administration received applications from nearly every state in
the Union.
The Eielsoon Memorial Building,
now going up on the campus, will
enlarge the college's capacity. It
is a three-story structure, dedicated to the late Ben Eilsen, famed
Alaskan aviator. It will house the
aeronautical and engineering departments, a seismograph and museum, and lecture room. The new
gymnasium will be completed soon.
Alaska College was founded in
1922. Dr. Bunnell, who formerly
was a district judge, is its first
president. The college farm, with
110 acres under cultivation, provides space for far north agricultural experiments and supplies
milk and food to the college dormitory. Students do most of the
work.

Pasadena, Cal. (UP)—Crowding
of the wave bands by the present
sound broadcasts, and not technical difficulties, was blamed by
Prof. S. S. Mackeown of the CaL
ifornia Institute of Technology to
day for the fact that this country
is lagging behind England in television.
Professor Mackeown, electrical
authority, said radio listeners
could have television today, provided they sacrificed their sound
programs at the rate of 100 for
each television broadcast.
Television requires a wave band
100 times wider than sound broadcasting, he explained, and for this
reason has been shoved up into
the high frequency television carries only 25 or 30 miles, a range
unprofitable for commercial stations.
"If television were permitted
in the wave bands now reserved
for sound broadcasting, a 'picture
broadcast' would carry around the
world easily," Professor Mackeown asserted.

Advertise in The Sandspur

Colonial Store
Orlando—Winter Park
Florida

quate for good broadcasts at lower frequencies, though other defects from which sound radio also
suffers.
"However, it is doubtful
that
listeners will sacrifice 100 sound
programs for a single one of pictures.
"The only alternative is a large
number of stations placed 30 miles
apart—about o n e hundred to
bridge the country. Until capital
is available for this large project,
we'll have to wait."
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President of Bates
College Guest Here

Students Appear
On Musicale
Program Saturday

Dean and Mrs. Winslow S. Anderson have been entertaining this
week for their house-guests, Pres.
and Mrs. Clifton Gray, of Bates
College, in Lewiston, Me. Thursday evening they entertained with
a small dinner in their home.
Friday evening the Grays were
again guests of honor at a dinner
given by Dean and Mrs. Anderson
at the Whistling Kettle. Other
guests included Dr. Evelyn Newman, Dr. and Mrs. Henry A. Atkinson, Dr. and Mrs. Lucius
Clark, Mrs. Hamilton Holt and her
guest, Mrs. Woodruff, Dr. and
Mrs. Charles A. Campbell and Dr.
Campbell's sister, Mrs. Wood.
Saturday evening the Andersons
entertained with a dinner for all
the Bates alumni in this region.

The second Matinee Musicale
was given at the home of President and Mrs. Hamilton Holt Saturday afternoon, March 9th, a t
3:30 o'clock. The program consisted of sacred songs sung by the
choir, several numbers by the
mixed octette and a string instrument trio. The items were as fol-

Benefit Bridge
Given by R. W. A.
Mrs. John Martin opened her
home, "Windemere Woods" in
Ardmore, Winter Park, last Tuesday evening at 8 o'cock for a
benefit bridge given by the Rollins Woman's Association. Miss
Patterson and Mrs. Kinsler were
the committee in charge.
Betty Ann Wyner gave some
Chinese impersonations, and Elsie
Slippey sang.
The following prizes were donated: a Fostoria supper dish by
Yowell-Drew Co.; a Schaeffer pen
and pencil set by the Davis Office
Supply Co.; a dining table reflector by the Libby Furniture Co.;
handkerchiefs by Leedy's store,
stationery by the Knight Paper
Co.; carton cigarettes by the Table and Furniture Store of Winter
Park, movie tickets by the Baby
Grand Theatre; a book of poems
by Dr. E. O. Grover; Flowers by
the Lucy Little Shop; and ice
cream by Southern Dairies.

"The Heavens are Telling" from
"The Creation" by Haydn; "The
Word of God"—Griegg; "Ave Verum"—Byrd; " 0 Bone Jesu"—Palestrina. Those numbers were rendered by the choir under the direction of Christopher Honaas,
Choirmaster.
Then followed a
Terzetto for two violins and viola,
Op. 74 by Dvorak. The Terzetto,
which included "Allegro ma non
troppo," "Larghetto," "ScherzoVivace," "Tema con Variazioni,"
was played by Gretchen Cox,
Harve Cemens and Dante Bergonzi. The octette then gave "Kye
Song of St. Bride"~Clokey; " 0
Peaceful Night" — E. German;
March 15—5:.30 p. m.
"Song of the Pedlar"—Williams.
1. Fantasy on a Welsh tune (Ton- The full choir concluded the aftery Botel)
Noble noon's entertainment by a last
2. Allegro Cantabile
Widor group of songs: "Father Most
(from Fifth Symphony)
Holy" — Christiansen; "Cherubic
The Gamma Phi Bet
3. (a) Unfinished Symphony (past Hymn"—Gretchaninoff; "Listen to
tion is to be held March 22, 23,
1st movement).
the Lambs" — Dett; "Hallelujah"
and 24.
Representatives from
from the "Mount of Olives"—Bee(b) Serenade (requested)
William and Mary, Goucho'-, BirmSchubert thoven.
ingham Southern and Randolf4. Vocal Solo
An admission charge of seventy- Macon will arrive Thursday. On
5. Festival Toccata
Fletcher five cents was made, the proceeds Friday a reception will be held in
of which will be devoted to build- their honor; on Saturday there
The Vespers for next Tuesday ing a new entrance driveway to will be a banquet; and on Sunday
will be omitted because of vaca- the official residence of the Presi- all are going to the beach. Sevdent.
eral important alumnae will be
tion.
present among whom are Mrs.
On Friday, March 22, there will
Florida Beta of Phi Delta Theta Norman Smith, Miss Virginia Potbe a special program honoring the
250th anniversary of Bach's birth. announces with pleasure the pled- ter, and Miss Helen Campbell.
ging of Brown Rainwater of Atlanta, Georgia, and Gerald Kirby
Crime Doesn't Pay
SPANISH CLUB MEETS
of Virginia, Minnesota.
Cleveland ( U P ) — Seventeen
At the Spanish Club meeting
Yen for Smoking
pencils and 42 cents in change was
held last Wednesday evening in
Canby, Ore. (UP)—Enraged be- the price Walter L. Blakmore, 23,
Lyman Hall, Grace Connor gave cause his grandparents would not paroled Mansfield, O., state reinteresting talk on Spanish allow him to smoke in bed, Bus- formatory prisoner, paid for his
tapestries. A short business meet- j ter Browne, 15, left his home with life. The pencils and change were
ing was held and plans made for [ them and struck out for Long^ found in his pockets when police
another meeting at the beginning j Beach, Cal., a thousand miles killed him as he fled from a robbery.
of the Spring term.
away.

ORGAN
VESPERS

Convention To
Be Held Here

Pi Phi's Give
All-College
Dance Saturday
Florida Gamma Chapter of Pi
Beta Phi held their annual dance,
given in honor of their seniors,
at the Dubsdread Country Club
Saturday night, March 9.
The Country Club was decorated attractively with colors and
symbols representing the fraternity. Large golden arrows were the
predominating motif. Suspended
from the ceiling were myriad
; and blue baloons. A deluge
of confetti and serpentine added
to the colorful scene.
Chaperones for the dance were
Mrs. Marian Wilcox, Mr. and Mrs.
Howard, and Mr. and Mrs. Stone.
The well known University of
Florida Clubmen were the orchestra.
Among the guests from out-oftown who came to Rollins for the
dance were Miss Helen Ruth
Gaines and Miss Mary Miller of
St. Petersburg, Mr. Bill Voigt
and Mr. John Knowlton from the
University of Florida.
H e T a p p e d for M a p l e S a p
But Tree Gushes Liquor
Perry, O. (UP)—Fancy, if you
will, Elmer Sweetdew's perplexity
when a thin trickle of whisky ran
from a spout inserted in a maple
tree to draw sap on his farm near
Centerville.
Scarcely trusting his senses, he
walked around the tree. On the
other side, be found his drill had
bored through a cork in a jug
cached in a deep cavity of the
trunk.
Then he remembered a hired
man he had discharged several
years ago who habitually took
along a jug of liquor to lighten
his labors.
Hard Eggs
Salt Lake City, U. (UP)—Seven
cases of eggs for $42 is a good
buy, said G. F. Belosky, but a preposterous price to pay for 126
dozen ordinary rocks. Eggs covered only the top layers of the
seven cases, he complained.

I'll never let you down

BOOKS
SOLD or RENTED

The OWL BOOK SHOP
10 Washington St. Arcade
Orlando

For the Best

Andy's Garage
Jeweler
—
Engraver
Watchmaker
Fancy shaped crystals fitted
while you wait

266 Church Street

. . . We Repair . . .
All Makes of
Automobiles

'am.
T h e r e ' s n o t h i n g friendly about the

m e l l o w - r i p e c e n t e r leaves. A n d I

Swiss Bracelet Watch Expert

Sanitary Market

sharp, bitter sting of unripe top to-

am made of these fragrant, expen-

GROVER
MORGAN

Quality Meats
Fish
Poultry

bacco leaves. There's nothing friendly

sive center leaves, only,

Colonial Drug Store

about the grimy, flavorless bottom

I'll not irritate your throat. I'll

leaves. But there's a wealth of friend-

never let you down. I ' m your best

l i n e s s , of m i l d n e s s i n t h e r i c h ,

friend.

I am your Lucky Strike.

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
French Dry Cleaners
PHONE
Winter Park—9188

Orlando—3176

A Little Bit of Paris
Miriam Gross String Ensembles in

New Spring Styles

lUCKIE? USE O N t Y JHE CENTER LEAVES
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CENTER LEAVES GIVE YOU THE MILDEST SMOKE

Shown exclusively in Orlando at the

atlasta shop
13 West Pine Street
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Madonnas In Art
Subject Of Talk
Thursday morning, March 14,
Mrs. George T. Ladd will g-ive an
informal talk at the Rollins College art seminar on her collection
of Madonnas. Mrs. Ladd has an
excellent collection of about 200
engravings, etchings, and color
prints which will be on exhibition
for several days at the Art Studio.
In her talk she will refer to these,
speaking of the various artists
who have used the Madonna and
Child as a subject, from the time
of Cimabue up to the present.
This talk was originally scheduled for Thursday, February 28,
but due to illness, Mrs. Ladd was
forced to postpone it. The program is at the regular seminar
period, 10:45 Thursday morning
at the Art Studio. All who are
connected with the college are cordially invited to attend, and for
others a small fee will be charged

Beanery Ball
Is being Arranged
The Beanery Ball which was to
be taken charge of by Leonard
Roth, is now being arranged by
George Rogers.
Nothing very
definite seems to have been decided as yet. If plans work out as
expected it will be held March 22,
the first Friday after the Spring
term opens and, judging from
previous Beanery Balls, ought to
be one of the highlights of the

Former Student
Weds
Albert C. Valdes and Kathryn
Pipkin of Orlando were married
in the Frances Chapel Friday,
March 8th at 4:30, by Dean Campbell with President Holt assisting.
Al graduated from Rollins in 1932
and is teaching Spanish in Winter
Garden.

THE ROLLINS

St. Pete Golfers ^
KAPPA ALPHA WINS
Tie Tars in 3-3
BASKETBALL CLASSIC;Match
Last Friday
MURRA Y HIGH SCORER
Winners go through season unbeaten:
Powell and Mobley also lead in
record of points
scored

[/

Kappa Alpha again won the intramural basketball
championship by defeating the Phi Delta Theta team in
the final game of the season last Wednesday night in
Recreation.
This is the second year i
cession that the K. A. quintet has
won the cup in this sport. The
organization has placed high for
the last three years, ho
having been runners-up two years
The winning team receives one
hundred points toward the Gary
intramural trophy, while. Phi Delta Theta, which finished in second
place, gets fifty points toward the
final count. The K. A.'s also get
one hundred points for the games
won, having won ten games and
getting the points for each victory.
The Phi Delts, who won a total
of eight games during the season,
get eighty points for a total of
one hundred and thirty for the
sport.
The X Club placed third, taking
fifty points. The other groups in
order of the finish are Rho Lambda Nu, scoring fifty points in a
tie for third with the X Club, Rollins Hall, twenty points, and
Theta Kappa Nu, which failed to
win during the current season.
Don Murray was high scorer
for the intramural league, having
a total of 136 points accredited to
his record. Next in line came ^.
Powell, Kappa Alpha center, who
scored 132 points for the winners.
Jimmy Mobley, Rho Lambda Nu
guard, had a total of 103 tallies,
and played third in the intramural
scoring. Fourth place was held
by Bill Whalen, forward on the K.
A. outfit, while Ralph Little placed
fifth with 90 counters to his credit.
All those who scored above forty
points are listed in order as
lows: Murray, 136, Powell,

In the Hamilton Hotel Building
is the

QUALITY
BAKERY

i

amped RolLast Friday
lins golf team struggled out of a
match with the St. Petersburg
Junior College with a three to
three deadlock on the Dubsdread
Country Club.
Both Servis and Whiteway were
lost for the contest and Coach
Fred Ward was forced to seek else
where for material to fill in the
places eft vacant by the Tars'
star golfing pair.
Brown played No. 1 for the local outfit and managed to win
from the opposing player of St.
Petersburg. Ben Kuhns, playing
No. 2, scored a tie for the eighteen
hole singles match while the fourboll wen to the Brown-Kuhns combination.
The second foursome consisting
of "Brown Rainwater and Bob
Caten managed to take two of the
possible three points from the opposition. The match ended in a
4-2 victory for the Tars until
Kuhns started to play off the
singles tie match. The St. Petersburg shot-maker won the first
extra hole, giving the visitors ai
extra point and ending the con
test in a 3-3 tie.

Mobley, 103; Whalen, 99; Jordan,
90; Marshall, 86; Morrow. 81;
Howe, 79; Tully, 61; G. Rogers,
56; Kirby, 54; Hines, 49; G. Miller, 47; Winant, 44; Ingraham, 41;
and Servis, 40.
A n all-intramural basketball
team has been picked by the physical education department as well
as an all-intramural second team.
The first five are the same men
as those who participated in the
three-game series between Rollins
and .Stetson. The team in detail
follows:
Left guard: first team—Servis,
X. Club; second team—R. Little,
Kappa Alpha.
Right guard: first team—Rogers, Kappa Alpha; second team—
Kirby, Rollins Hall.
Center: first team — Powell,
Kappa Alpha; second team —
Washington, Phi Delta Theta.
Left Forward: first team •—
Whalen, Kappa Alpha; second
team—Howe, X Club.
The Rollins swimmers will open
Right forward: first team —
eir season this year by meeting
Murray, Phi Delta Theta; second
e Florida Gators at Ganesville
team—Jordan, Phi Delta Theta.
Saturday, March 16. Although
weakened by sickness, term papers
d the poor practice conditions
offered by the recent weather, the
The intramural cross-country
small team is expected by coach
meet was held this afternoon at
Peeples to make a creditable show4:30 p. m. The results of the
meet are not known as we go ing against the powerful .Stal:e
University team. Johnny Nichto press. However, a complete
ols and Paul Alter, who have been
tabulation of the outcome of
churning through the rough wattoday's meet as well as the
ers of Lake Virginia in near-recstandings of the organizations
ord time for the past two weeks,
will appear in the next issue of
will carry the major portion of the
the Sandspur.
work. Veterans who will make the
trip, other than Nichols and Alter,
are John Turner and Tom Powell.
Cleveland (UP)^Police investi- Nelson Marshall, Donald Aishton
gation of the mysterious murder and Lew Wallace will carry the
of six-year-old Ophelia. Scrutchins, blue and gold for the first time.
who was shot while praying in
Manager Gordon Spence has arThankful Baptist Church, a Negro
congregation, resulted in the ar- ranged for a return meet with
rest of a member of the congrega- Florida on the Rollins course,
Saturday, March 23. A stiff schedtion,
Ophelia was killed by a bullet ule, including meets with the Unifired from outside the church. The versity of Miami, St. Petersburg
suspect, 32, was arrested when a Junior College and Clemson (S.
deacon of the church reported the C.) University, is planned to exman recently had threatened to kill tend through the spring term.

Swimming Team
Plans Meets

SANDSPUR

GOLfERS PLA Y TWICE
FOILSMEN LEA VE FOR
JOURNEYJN NOR TH

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS
Sir Malcolm Campbell raised his mark Thursday to 276
miles per hour but failed to reach the 300 mark which he
intended to hit when he headed for Daytona this winter.
Friends of the English racing star urged him to abandon
plans for lifting the speed of his Blue Bird still higher but
Sir Malcolm gave every indication that he is still planning to
travel faster.
The reason for giving up hope was the condition of the
beach, which this year has been in far worse shape than
usual. Although Campbell wag unable to race on Monday
due to a high wind, had to meet an appointment in Gainesville on Tuesday, he gave hopes of again taking to the sand
during the latter part of theweek. This year has been one
of Daytona's best, for adverse weather conditions have
brought thousands to the East Coast city to witness the
run. They, of course, were turned away disappointed, but
so far they have continued coming' back the next day for
We failed to mention the fact last week that Babe Ruth
has been signed by the Boston Braves. Ruth obtained an
unconditional release from the Yankees, was not sought by
any other American League team, and therefore transferred
his services to the older circuit. He will bring crowds and
money to the Braves' management throughout the season. He
is still a colorful figure in baseball and will be an important
addition to the Boston club.
Other major league teams are quickly getting into shape
and some have even started playing inter-league games already. The Brooklyn Dodgers, though practicing daily at
Tinker Field, have not yet played any other teams of either
league. They will probably s t a r t soon, however, and a t some
time or other will meet every other team at least once before
the regular season starts.
The Rollins fencing team leaves some time this week for
a tour through the North. -Five men and Coach Roney will
leave for a ten-day trip, the team having a most extensive
schedule planned. Among the colleges which the Tar foilsmen will oppose are the Army, Yale, Harvard, Princeton,
New York University, and probably Johns Hopkins. The
last match will be in Baltimore on March 23 when the six
fencers head south.
Other notes which have come to our attention: Jack McDowall Changes Spots: Coach Thinks Tars Promising . . .
Rollins Books Five Home Games, Two Away, for 1935 Grid
Season . . . Tar crew still rowing faithfully with plans of
Havana trip still in mind though tentative . . . Rollins golf
team won and tied two matches last week in close succession, one, the deadlock, with the St. Petersburg Junior College on Friday, the second a sweeping win in a sweeping wind
from Miami . . . Reason for the tie on Friday was that Ben
Kuhns played the nineteenth hole when he should have let
it go . . . Rollins tennis team blew in from Miami Saturday
night accompanied by Stew Eaton ready for Winter Park
entertainment after swamping the strong Miami outfit.

Final S t a n d i n g in Intramural B a s k e t b a l l
Team
Kappa Alpha
Phi Delta T h e t a
X Club
Rho Lambda Nu
Rollins H a l l
Theta Kappa Nu

Won
10
8
5
5
2
0

Lost
0
2
5
5
8
10

%
1.000
.800
.500
.500
.200
.000

Revamped Golf Team
Swamps Miami On
Saturday Afternoon

\ale\4iaYVard, and
Princeton Included
On Extensive Slate
Five Rollins College fencers,
headed by Coach W. L. Roney, left
today on a ten-days' trip for
matches with some of the leading
college fencing teams in the East.
The Tar swordsmen, who have
been undefeated in their three
matches this season, open on Monday niglit, March 18, a t West
Point, N. Y., where they will meet.
the Army foilsmen. The remainder of the schedule follows:
March 19, Yale at New Haven,
Conn.; March 20, Harvard at Cambridge, Mass.; March 21, Princeton at Princeton, N. J.; March 22,
New York University at New
York; March 23, Johns Hopkins
University at Baltimore, Md.
(tentative).
Rollins is reported to have the
best fencing team in iits history.
It has had little difficulty this seasoon in defeating the University of
Alabama, away from home, and
Georgia Tech in both matches of
a home-and-home schedule.
Coach Roney pans to take along
Michae Karnilow, Woodridge, N.
Y., Eugene Townsend, New York
City and Orlando, Fla., Lyman B.
Greaves, Woodbridge, Conn., A
David Bothe, Oreland, Pa., and
Donald A. Cheney, Jr., Orlando,
Florida. Bothe is the only veter^
an member of the squad.
Tulane P r o f e s s o r
to Hunt M a y a n Ruins
New Orleans (UP) — Franz
Blom, of the Middle American Research Department at Tulane University, s heading an expedition
to the interior of Honduras, where
the party will conduct archaelogical and ethnological work among
Maya ruins.
The expedition included,- besides
Blom, a member of the Royal National Museum of Denmark, Jens
Yde, and Prentiss Andrews, of
Chicago. They expect to be gone
two months. In addition to the
ruins of Maya, the expedition will
visit the ruins of Quirigua and Copan, and also the capitals of Guatemala and El Salvador.

Playing in an obstructive high
wind and handicapped by the loss
of the services of Bob Servis and
Tommy Whiteway, the Rollins golf
team completely swamped the
quartet from the University of
Miami last Saturday afternoon at
the Dubsdread Country Club. The
score was 16 to 2.
This was the Tars' second and
last match with the Coral Gables'
shot-makers. The other contest,
held in Miami, was also a Rollins
victory, the score being 1 6 ^ to
1 ^ in favor of the visitors.
All eight of the players were
bothered by the high gale which
bew across the Dubsdread course,
Despite this handicap, however,
Johnny Brown, playing No. 1 for
the Tars, managed to turn in a
score of 72 for the afternoon's
play.
Brown scored three points by
defeating his opponent . in the
single match, while Ben Kuhns,
at No. 2, also tallied three counters.
The first foursome won its
four-ball play giving Rollins a to.
tal of nine for the first pair.
Brown Rainwater and Bob Caten, playing in the second foursome, whitewashed the opposing
players in the four-ball match.
Rainwater managed to score three
points from Miami's No. 3 golfer,
while Caten won a single point,
dropping two to the Miami No. 4
player.

Safecrackers Do a Little
Butchering with Robbery
Akron, O. (PU) — The prying
eyes of a painted cow and a long
row of hanging chickens disturbed
the workings of a band of safecrackers here.
So they threw a case of eggs;
at the painted cow and cut the:
heads off the chickens. Then theyi
dragged the safe into the ice box
to muffle the noise, and opened it,;
police said. They cut up meat andi
threw it about the store, over-j
turned boxes of food-stuffs.
*,
Police found the place looking,
tornado-struck. S t o r e
officialsj
said the damage exceeded the losSj
of money from the safe.
,

the deacon's wife. The threat, the
deacon said, was made during an
argument over who should take
up the collection in the church.

W h e n it g e t s hot
a new F A N

from

BENNET'S
Electric Shop
Flan-L-Tex

Trousers
and Slacks
$2.95
You college men will like these
Sanforized-shrunk trousers and
slacks. In white cord, bedford
cord, tan cord, and small checks
and stripes.
Mezzanine Floor '

Y O W E LLDREW CO.
ORLANDO

lliey wont help you
catch rivets M^ wont cause an^ ills
or cu/10 anu m'lments
^

. . . QUALITY . . .

The Rendezvous
Charles Wright
Hairdresser
9 Washington Arcade
Tel. 3522

Orlani

CRIFS BILLIARD PARLOR

^

^

^

^

... when anything satisiSes it's got to
be right,.. no "ifs" or "buts" about it.
Chesterfields satisfy because, first o f all,
they're m a d e o f the right k i n d s o f mild ripe
tobaccos. T h e s e tobaccos are thoroughly
aged and then blended and cross-blended.
It takes time and it takes m o n e y , but
whatever it costs in time or m o n e y w e d o
it in order to g i v e you a cigarette that's
milder, a cigarette that tastes better.

Newest Spring Creations in
'*i

Panama . . . Toyo . . . and Rough Braids

The GLORIA HAT SHOP
2 Washington Street Arcade

Orlando

PARISIAN CLEANERS
"Where Cleaning Is an Art"

CLEANING . . . PRESSING
. . . . All Work Guaranteed . . . .
© IMS. LiasITT & MYEM ToBACtO CO. < ^

